
CAN YOU REUSE PARCHMENT PAPER

You can reuse parchment paper several times for your cookies (it also works for other dry dishes), depending on
cooking time and temperature.

Pull out a sheet of parchment paper, trace around the bottom of the cake pan on the parchment paper, cut out
the circle and place the paper at the bottom of the pan. Zamode Posted 10 Sep , am post 8 of 11 I use
parchment for cookies and cakes and love it but I feel the same way, it's adding up so I may buy silpats, too.
When using parchment paper, it eliminates the need to coat the baking sheets with extra grease or spray
because it has a non-stick coating. I've even reused it for a cake In fact If there was ever a time when I went to
make cookies and I noticed that I was out of parchment paper, I almost felt immobilized. I've wondered it they
could be inferior. Thanks for the help post 10 of 11 I have cheap 'silpats' and I have for real silpats and the
cheap ones leave thier odor in the cookies when I baek on them. And they were still working just fine, but the
edges were turning dark and I didn't want to have a problem. Do you reuse your parchment for more than one
baking? I use A LOT of it. Just my silicone observations. Updated 10 Sep , pm by punkinpie punkinpie Posted
8 Sep , pm post 1 of 11 I feel like I should buy stock in a parchment paper company. I wipe them down and
reuse. Tips on Using Parchment Paper January 8, I came to the realization in that a must-have in my kitchen is
parchment paper. Birthday and Christmas coming up. You can also flip them over.. I use the sheets until I'm
totally done baking all of the cookies I need. Thanks in advance for your help. Place the cookie sheet in the
oven and when the cookies are done, simply slide the cookies right off the cookie sheet onto the cooling rack.
Joanne Posted 8 Sep , pm post 3 of 11 I reuse my parchment all the time. Do you find that the silpat works as
well as pacrhment? Instead of breaking out the cooking spray or butter, I would grab my car keys, go up to the
store and buy parchment paper just so that I could line my baking sheet. Meantime, yes, defnitely reuse them!
Tips for Baking with Parchment Paper When baking with a cookie sheet, simply do the following: Cut the
parchment paper to the size of the sheet and place the cookie dough directly on the paper. Do these have to be
cleaned after each baking?


